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Description
Light transmission
Light transmission is the visually sensed light permeability of materials. It is
particularly important when it comes to specification of window panes on
all types of vehicles, display sheets and disks as well as all the other
samples whose transmission is assessed with the photometric responsivity
(V(λ)) of the human eye.

Regular light transmission
This describes the proportion of light that penetrates through the sample
without scattering or dispersion. In addition to the haze value, the
proportion of the directed light transmission is also of great importance in
wind shields and windows specification.

Measurement of regular light transmission with
LCRT-2005-S
Measurement of direct light transmission requires a measurement
distance between the light source and device receiver that corresponds to
a multiple of the illumination field diameter. The sample is aligned in front
of the receiver. This setup correspond to the 0/0 measurement geometry
thanks to the quasi-parallel illumination and narrow measurement angle of
the receiver.

PMS-RIT stand
The PMS-RIT stand is a useful accessory for the LCRT-2005-S for regular
light transmission measurements. The stable base is also suitable for large
samples.

LCRT-2005-S spectrophotometer
The LCRT-2005-S can also be used as a spectrophotometer due to its
spectral measurement detectors in source and receiver. The spectral range
is between 425 and 705nm.

USB interface with readout software
The USB interface enables data readout and power supply. The software
delivered with the device can be used for measurement data readout.
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General
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Short description

NULL

Main features

NULL

Measurement range

NULL

typical applications

NULL

Calibration

NULL

Configurable with
Produktname

Product
Image

LCRT-2005-S

Description

Show product

Light-transmission hand-held meter for thin and flat samples.

http://www.gigahertz-o
ptik.de/en-us/product/
LCRT-2005-S

Features: Fast and precise because of spectral monitor and
luminance detector. Automatic ambient light compensation.
Alignment camera. ECE R43 compliant. Simulated A, C and D65.

LCRT-2005-S+850

Light and 850nm transmission hand-held meter for thin and flat
samples.
Features: Fast and precise because of spectral monitor and
luminance detector. Automatic ambient light compensation.
Alignment camera. ECE R43 compliant. A, C, D65 and 850nm
light.

http://www.gigahertz-o
ptik.de/en-us/product/
LCRT-2005-Su850
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